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NOTE TO READERS
For 13 years, Wild Earth has provide a quarterly forum for conseration-and we look

forard to continuing this role for years to come. However in 2004 we will produce only
two issues: spring/summe and fallwinter As the back cover of this edition makes clear,
our budget is tight. Like many in the conseration community, we have not been immune
from downturns in the economy and shifs of focus among environmental grantmakers.
With growth in our newly launched Wild Earth Fund-and your ongoing belief in
our mission-we look forward to bringing you four issues in 2005.
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WILDERNESS VIEW

Wé are not simply trying to delay the inevitable taking over of all our
wildeess lands by a fast moving civilization. We are trying.. .to
fashion a policy and deelop a program that, if successful, will persist

in peretuity so that we shall always have these areas of wildeess.
-HOWARD ZAHNISER, FROM A 1957 SPEECH TO
THE NEW YORK CONSERVATION COUNCIL

Looking Back, Looking Ahead
ON JULY 29, 1946, the Zahniser

Zanie (as his friends called him)

Murie would see President Johnson sign
the Wilderness Act in September of

famly's first ful day of vacation in

was, of course, the principal architect

the Adirondack mountains, Howard
Zaniser awoke before dawn to watch

and author of the Wilderness Act and
served as executive secretary of The

the sunise. He built the morning

Wilderness Society from i 94 5- i 964.

July, just days afer a fina heaing on
the legislation. Their widows, Alice

campfire, did camp chores, went for a
12-mile hike (much of it bushwacking), got back to the cabin for a late
dinner, put the kids to bed, and

During this year's celebration of the

Zaniser and Mady Murie,3 stoo next

Wilderness Act's 49th anniversar,

to the president as he formay signed
the bil into law, creating our Nationa

enjoyed gra crakers and pehes

Zahniser's central role in enacting a

with his wife Alice next to the fire until

national

afer midnght; they eventuy

conservationists will certainly be looking back and celebrating Howard
legislative framework for

/ 1964; both were dea, Zaniser that

Wilderness Preservation System.

Howard Zaniser remains a usefu
role model-a strategist whose knowl-

wilderness protection. Newly emboldened by an improbable victory over the

edge of conservation history informed

retired to be at I:30 AM. He concluded

in his journa, "I think I got as much
out of this day as there was in it."l
Every American who has ever

dam builders at Echö Park in Dinosaur

the energy and intellectu firepower of

Nationa Monument, the conservation
community worked cooperatively for

Robert Marhall and Aldo leopold, the

visited a federal wilderness area, or

wilderness legislation from the bill's

well

hopes to someday, or who endorses
the notion that some parts of the
American landscape should remain
untrammeled-forever wild, self-

wiled lands-should be gratefu that
Howard Zahniser showed the same
tireless zeal for life during the work
week as he did on vacation.
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his vision for the future. Due largely to

nascent wilderness movement of the
1920S had

pushed successfuly for des-

lntroduction in 1956 until its passage

ignated wilderness area on nationa

eight long yeas later.

forests, but by the 1940s it had

Zae, as David Brower recaled to

become clea to some conservationists

me in 1998, was "the principa glue"

that such adinistrative protections

tht held the coaition together. "He was

were inadequate. Inspired by the constitutiona protections aforded to state
public lands within the Adirondack
and Catskill State Parks by Aricle 14

my coah," sad Brower. "Terrbly goo

ma."2 But neither Zae nor hi long~
tImeWilderness Soiety colleaue Olaus

-Adirondack trout liies, acrylic by Willam Amadon

of the New York State Constitution

tem was vital to Americans' collective

campaigns, helping to fend off the
overlapping emergencies of our day, an
unprecedented series of attacks on public lands and environmentallaw.5
Defensive campaigns have absorbed
the bulk of the conservation move-

and individual identities, that we have

ment's energy since the Bush

"delay the inevitable," but hoped to

"a fundamental need for. . . wilder-

Administration took offce, but they
are not new; threats to
wildlands and
wildlife have been ongoing regardless
of which pary or president holds
offce, and likely will ever remain so.

change the world. Indeed, Wild Earth

(the "forever wild" clause), Zanie and

others began laying the groundwork
for federal

legislation. He clearly

believed that a nationa wilderness sys-

ness-a need that is not only recreational and spiritu but also educa-

tional and scientific, and withal essential to a true understanding of ourselves, our culture, our own natures,
and our place in all nature."
Howard Zahniser was correct that
an expansive wilderness system would
be the best way to secure the nation's

natural heritage for future generations, but his thinking was overly
optimistic on one point. In a 1951
speech, he exhorted his fellow conservationists to "be done with a wilderness preservation program made up of
a sequence of overlapping emergen-

Just as the challenges are increaing, an economic downtun and related
reduction in foundation giving is causing many conservation groups to face
tough times. The Wildlands Project
and Wild Earth are not immune from
this belt-tightening climate. Due to
budget constraints, we have decreaed

by wilderness areas, form continentalscale wildlands networks. We've been

willing to think boldly about the
future, and in this way honor ealy

wilderness visionaies like Howard
Zahniser who wanted more than to

serves much the same role today as The
Wilderness Society's periodical The

Living Wildeess did in the middle
twentieth centur, under the editorship

of Howard Zahniser: It's an idea seedbank-the reseach and development

wing of the wilderness movementand vital to developing tomorrow's

conservation strategies.

staf and wil produce only two issues of

We invite you to help us keep
those ideas flowing. In the coming
months, many options are on the table
for reinventing Wild Earth. We want

the journal this year. Reducing frequen-

your input--n format, content, fund-

cy was a painf decision to make, and

ing sources, organizational structure-

we hope to resume a quaerly publish.

anything that might help the journa

cies, threats, and defense campaigns!

ing schedule in 2005. Meawhile, we

be better "glue" for the American

Let's make a concerted effort for a

have Commenced a dialogue about Wild

wilderness movement, to borrow

Earth's futue, using this diffcult time

Brower's metaphor. Write, call, or e-

to think about ¡he jour's past and

mail6 with your goo idea. And we
hope to see you at one of the events

positive program that wil establish
an enduring system of areas where we

futue role in the wilderness movement.
I firmly believe that through its
first 13 years, Wild Earth has been an

Wilderness Aci's 40th anniversar,7

invaluable foru for discussion and

This could be a landmk yea for the

prising roughly 106 million acres does

debate, for strategizing-ad for

wilderness movement; as we look back-

stretch from sea to shining sea, where
visitors may find some peace from an
ever-expanding technological civilzation. But as every modern conservationist knows: the wilderness is stil a
battleground.4 Even while a proactive
campaign to designate new wilderness
area is ongoing-from Vermont's
Green Mountain National Forest, to
the redrock canyonlands of
Utah, to
the coastal plain of the Arctic National

dreaming. We've looked back at some
of the most compelling stories in conservation history, and looked ahead to a
North American landscape where systems of conservation lands, anchored

ward and forward, we can rededicate
ourselves to work as hard "for eternity"

can be at peace and not forever feel

that the wilderness is a battleground."

Forty years later, an enduring system of federal wilderness areas com-

conservation
movement is also engaged in defensive
Wildlife Refuge-the

around the country that wil mark the

as Howard Zaniser did, to get as
much out of each day as there is in it.
~ Tom Butler
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